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3 A light inextensible string, of length a, has one end attached to a fixed point O. A particle,

of mass ,r, is attached to the other end of the string. The particle is set into vertical circular

motion with radius a and centre 0.

When the particle is at B, on the same horizontal level as O, the string is taut and the particle

is moving vertically downwards with speed 5\fr8.
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(a) Find, in terms of a and 51, the speed of the particle at the lowest point, A, of its path'

V= rt6 (4 nwrk's)

(b) Find, in terms of rr and g, the tension in the string when the particle is at l. (3 nrurks)

T=2tm1
A bead of mass 11 rnoves on a slnooth circular ring of radius a which is fixed in a vertical

plane, as shorvn in the diagram. Its speed at I, the highest point of its path, is r and its

speed at .8, the lowest point of its path, is 7t'.

(a) Show that r' : ,[#

on the bead. in terms

1(= ;lrS

(5 nrurks)

of rr and g, when the bead is at l.
(4 nrurks)

(b) Find the reaction of the ring



A particle of mass rr is suspenrJed from a t-ixed point O by a light inextensible string of
length /. The parlicle hangs in equilibrium at the point P vertically belou,0. The particle is
then set into motion with a horizontal velocity U so that it moves in a conrplete vertical
cirrle rvith centre 0. The point B on the cirrle is suc,h that POQ - fi0u. as shown in the
diagrarn.
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(a) [:ind. in temrs of g. / and [/. the speed of the particle at Q. (4 marks)

(b) lrind. in tenns of g. /, nl and U, the tension in the strirrg when the particle is at Q.
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(5 marks)

A particle P, of mass ,r, kg, is placed at the point B on the top of a smooth upturned
hemisphere of'radius 3 metres and centre 0. The plane face ol'the hernisphere is fixed to a
horizontal table. The particle is set into motion with an initial horizontal velocity ol 2rns-1.
When the particle is on the surlace of the hemisphere, the angle between OP and OQ is 0
and the particle has speerJ ums-1.

T= rn (E- ?\\r- v/

O

(a) Show that ri : 4 + 6g(t - cos(/).

(b) Find the value ol l) when the particle leaves the hernisphere.

(4 rnurks)

(5 nturks)

O= rtrl,ba i un lle o\"gal


